
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION 

*DELETED* *DELETED*, et al Case No. *DELETED* 

Plaintiffs 
v .  

*DELETED* INCORPORATED, and/or 
*DELETED* *DELETED*, INC f/k/a 
*DELETED* INCORPORATED 

Defendant. 

PLAINTIFF *DELETED* *DELETED*' MEMORANDUM FOR MEDIATION  

INTRODUCTION  

By agreement of the parties, the matter of *DELETED* *DELETED*, v. *DELETED* 

*DELETED*, Inc., 20*DELETED*, is submitted for mediation on February 13, 2018. 

The above captioned case is one of eight related personal injury actions presenting claims 

by forty-five remaining plaintiffs against Defendant, *DELETED* *DELETED*, Inc. The 

personal injuries are claimed by non-employee children of *DELETED* employees for birth 

defects resulting from their parent's exposure to toxic chemicals while working at *DELETED* 

semiconductor facilities in Arizona or Texas. The birth defects range from deformities to major 

cognitive impairments and disabling physical malformations. All of the cases have been 

reassigned for all purposes to Judge *DELETED* in the Cook County circuit court. 

*DELETED* *DELETED* suffered birth defects as a result of in utero exposure to toxic 

chemicals while his mother, *DELETED*e *DELETED*, worked at *DELETED*'s 

semiconductor manufacturing facility at 52nd Street and McDowell Road in Phoenix during 1984. 

Plaintiffs reside in Arizona; Defendant, 



*DELETED*, is a resident of Illinois.I 

Fact discovery, with a few exceptions, has recently been completed, and expert discovery 

is about to commence. However, Plaintiffs have previously marshalled extensive expert 

testimony in three earlier cases, *DELETED* *DELETED* (2015), *DELETED* *DELETED* 

and *DELETED* *DELETED* (2017). Each of those cases settled before trial, for $17.775M, 

$11.0M and $7.25M respectively. Similar testimony and evidence from the same experts is being 

assembled in this case. Biographies of Plaintiffs' experts are attached as Appendix A. 

Portions of the following summary are taken from Plaintiffs Combined Memorandum in 

Support of the Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaints to Include a P*DELETED*er for 

Punitive Damages, filed with the court on 7/31/17 in the settled *DELETED* and *DELETED* 

matters. The referenced exhibits are voluminous and are available for the mediator upon 

request. 

SETTLEMENT STATUS  

Plaintiffs' initially demanded $15,000.000.00 and reduced the demand to $14,500,000.00. 

Defendant's current offer is $600,000.00. 

PREFACE  

Several years prior to *DELETED* *DELETED*'s exposures and *DELETED*'s birth, 

*DELETED* was given actual knowledge that certain chemicals used pervasively in its 

semiconductor facilities had been *DELETED*d to reproductive injuries in animals at doses 

near the current occupational exposure limits (OEL). The chemicals, ethylene glycol ethers 

(EGE), included 2-ethoxyethyl acetate ("2-EEA" a/k/a cellosolve acetate) and 2-methoxyethanol 

("2-ME"). The human neurotoxicity and fetotoxicity of solvents, including EGEs, had been long 

documented in scientific literature. 

The Appellate Court has affirmed the denial of *DELETED*'s motion to transfer pursuant to forum non 
conveniens. *DELETED* v. *DELETED*, xxx Ill.App.3d xxx (1st Dist., xxxx). 



*DELETED*'s knowledge came from several sources. Representatives of governmental 

agencies met with members of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), of which 

*DELETED* was a part. On *DELETED* 15, 1981, NIOSH physician, *DELETED*, expressly 

told *DELETED* health personnel at *DELETED* headquarters in Schaumburg that pregnant 

women should not be exposed to solvents. Chemical makers DuPont and Union Carbide provided 

written warning to *DELETED* in 1981. Government publications reflected the rapidly growing 

concern about reproductive harm. No reproductively safe level had been established, and all skin 

contact with the chemicals was forbidden by OSHA. There is extensive evidence of daily skin 

contact and inhalation. *DELETED* violated the standard and did not warn the employee 

mothers. 

Responsible semiconductor manufacturers focused on the reproductive health of the 

employee by informing workers of the reproductive risks, relocating women of childbearing age, 

developing sound reproductive health policies and specific training. In conjunction with the SIA, 

they participated in chemical sampling surveys to accurately assess the chemical concentrations 

and exposure scenarios in their facilities. 

Conversely, *DELETED* chose to simply comply with existing OELs, which have never 

been protective of a developing fetus and which *DELETED* knew were in the process of being 

revised dramatically downward in light of the recent studies. *DELETED* declined to 

participate in the SIA surveys and never implemented its promised employee health surveillance 

program. It unreasonably delayed its airborne chemical sampling and discontinued biological 

monitoring despite obvious dermal exposures which violated OSHA "skin notations." Once air 

sampling began, it was poorly designed and executed, providing little useful exposure 

information. *DELETED* adopted a policy of concealing information about birth defects from 

its employees and waited nearly a decade to hire an occupational medicine physician to develop 

a reproductive 



health policy. *DELETED* also made misleading representations to its employees and the general 

public to deflect attention from the growing body of evidence linking work in semiconductor fabs 

to health and reproductive problems. 

Essentially, *DELETED* attempts to give the appearance of acting responsibly, when, in 

substance as will be shown by the evidence, it consciously and deliberately disregarded the 

science and medicine to the detriment of its employees and their offspring, despite billions in 

revenue. *DELETED* *DELETED* feign ignorance of the risks, but like all semiconductor 

companies, it was aware of the reproductive implications of its operations and it knew better. Its 

actions in consciously choosing to ignore the warnings and deliberately denying the risk meet the 

definition of willful and wanton conduct. 

Plaintiffs' evidence will establish the capacity of the chemicals at issue to cause birth 

defects, and, as previously seen, evidence of exposure and specific causation will be substantial. 

The Child Plaintiff 

*DELETED* *DELETED* was born on October 24, 1984. He is 33 years old. He 

suffers from Down Syndrome and a heart murmur. He was born with duodenal atresia, which 

was surgically repaired at two days of age. He also suffers from ADHD, OCD, bilateral hearing 

loss, asthma, anxiety disorder and developmental delays. His full-scale IQ is 42, and his speech 

can be unintelligible. His mother is his duly appointed guardian and conservator. He has 

developed Type 1 diabetes and will require supervision and medical maintenance for the 

remainder of his life. He lives at a group home and is employed part-time doing menial 

assembly tasks, earing approximately $27.00/month.2 He is incapable of caring for himself, and 

his disabilities are permanent. 

2 *DELETED* is exempt from minimum wages requirements due to his 
disability. 
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In connection with its motion to compel *DELETED*'s deposition, *DELETED* 

counsel was given the opportunity to attend a brief interview with *DELETED*. Video of that 

interview is contained on the flash drive accompanying this memorandum and demonstrates 

*DELETED*'s profound injuries, as well as his strong relationship with his mother.3 4
 

As in the previous cases, Plaintiffs will present expert neuropsychological testimony about 

*DELETED*'s impaired cognitive abilities, as well as a life care plan detailing necessary care. 

Dr. Charles *DELETED* will opine on the present cash value of that care and *DELETED*'s 

diminished earning capacity. For a comparably aged, minimally employable male, *DELETED* 

*DELETED*, lost earning capacity was estimated at $2,268,069-$4,597,613, with a life care plan 

ranging from $5.2M to $6.4M.5 

Plaintiffs will demonstrate at trial that *DELETED*'s injuries were caused by 

exposures to reproductively toxic chemicals at *DELETED*'s Arizona semiconductor 

manufacturing facilities where *DELETED* *DELETED* worked while pregnant. 

Clean Room Environment. 

*DELETED*'s "clean rooms" were highly controlled environments designed to 

protect the silicon wafers rather than the workers. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 24-27; 

Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 15-16). 

The laminar (linear downward) flow of air in the clean room was repeatedly recirculated, 

with introduction of only minimal amounts of fresh outside, or "make-up" air. (Ex. B2-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., pp. 24-27; B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 15-16). HEPA filters in the plenum 

above the clean room removed particles from the air to protect the chips, while allowing the 

chemical 

3 Arizona law recognizes parental loss of consortium for non-fatal injuries to offspring. Howard Frank, MD., P.C. v. 
Superior Court of State of Ariz., In & For Maricopa Cnty., 150 Ariz. 228, 234 (1986). 

*DELETED* consequently abandoned its attempt to force *DELETED* to submit for a deposition. 



5 *DELETED* *DELETED* had a genetic confounder not present in *DELETED*'s case. 

vapors to accumulate and recirculate. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 25; Ex. B3-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., pp. 15-16). Airborne chemicals were rapidly dispersed throughout the 

entire cleanroom. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 26). 

The extremely low humidity in the cleanroom dehydrated the workers' stratum corneum 

(outermost protective skin layer), interfering with its function of protecting the underlying 

epidermis and dermis from chemicals. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 26). Designed to keep 

dust and particles off the chips, "bunny suits" were not chemically impermeable. (Ex. D2, J. 

*DELETED*, p. 76; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, pp. 18-19, 24, 105, 113-114; Ex. D3, 

*DELETED*, pp. 27, 122, 124-125; Ex. D5, *DELETED* 2, pp. 37-38, 94-95; Ex. B3-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., p. 17). 

Workplace Exposures 

*DELETED*'s 6/30/17 Disclosures for *DELETED*e *DELETED* identifying the 

chemicals used in her work area lists the same chemicals identified for the *DELETED* 

mother's work area. The chemicals include positive and negative photoresists which contain 

ethylene glycol ethers (EGEs), 2-ethoxyethyl acetate (2EEA) and 2-methoxyethanol (2ME). 

Other contributory chemicals listed are acetone, xylene, VM&P Naphtha, n-Butyl acetate, 

Butoxyethel Acetate, Hexamethyldisilazane, Isopropyl Alcohol and photoresist developers and 

strippers. 

*DELETED*e *DELETED* worked 12-hour shifts while pregnant with *DELETED*. 

She spent four hours of that shift in a clean room operating a "spin coater," which applied 

photoresists containing EGEs to spinning silicon wafers. She recalls chemical smells, going to 

the nurse's station "at least a couple of times a week" for headaches and nausea and going home 

to "take a shower because you smell like chemicals." (*DELETED*, pp. 105-109, 136). She 

recalls chemicals "in your hair and your clothes and your skin." (*DELETED*, p. 136). 



She spent the other eight hours of her shift in the polishing room where she had pervasive 

inhalation and dermal contact with acetone and other solvents containing EGE. (*DELETED*, 

pp. 7576). She recalls wearing only finger cots and a smock. (*DELETED*, pp. 52, 69). 

Exposure occurs both through inhalation and dermal contact. Inhalation exposures occur 

when chemical vapors, including ethylene glycol ethers, are released into the air during the 

application of photoresist, the baking of the wafers, the refilling of chemical reservoirs and waste 

removal, when leaks, spills or equipment malfunctions occurred, and during routine cleaning of 

the machines at the end of a shift. (Ex. C48, BATES103398; Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 

13-17; Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 4-12; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, pp. 15-16, 23-24, 47, 

118; Ex. D3, *DELETED*, pp. 31, 35-37, 103, 114, 128-130). Workers reported smelling the 

pungent odor of the photoresist, among other chemicals, and suffering headaches as a result. 

(*DELETED*, pp. 104-109, 136; Ex. D1, E. *DELETED*, pp. 63, 80-86, 159-160, 163; Ex. D2, 

J. *DELETED*, pp. 157, 161-162; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, pp. 14, 32, 35, 49, 51, 105, 119; Ex. 

D4, *DELETED*, pp. 71-72, 75, 78, 97-98; Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 14-15; Ex. B1-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., pp. 7-8; Ex. D3, *DELETED*, pp. 31, 34, 49, 119-121; Ex. D5, 

*DELETED* 2, pp. 27-28). Despite those hazardous conditions, even pregnant workers were 

afforded no respiratory protection by *DELETED*. (Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 15; Ex. 

B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 24; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, p. 21; Ex. D5, *DELETED* 2, p. 52). 

Regarding dermal contact, the exposure limit for EGE contained in photoresists was zero. 

(Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 75, 94-95, 103, 155-156). Incidents of short term dermal contact 

resulting from spills and cleaning activities produce a dermal uptake nearly 100-fold greater than 

pulmonary exposure, while simultaneously augmenting that pulmonary uptake. (Ex. B5-B, 

*DELETED* Rep, pp. 25-28). For pregnant women, that transdermal uptake is increased six-

fold yet again. (Ex. B5-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 29-30). 



Skin contact would occur while operating the coater, during spill cleanup, bottle change 

out, routine cleaning of spills and of machines during and at the end of the shift. (Ex. B1-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., pp. 7-12; Ex. D3, *DELETED*, pp. 36-38, 40-42; Ex. D1, E. *DELETED*, 

pp. 60, 65-71, 164-165; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, pp. 15-16). Chemical manufacturers warned 

industrial users, including *DELETED*, to avoid skin contact with ethylene glycol ethers. (Ex. 

C2, BATES242274; Ex. C40, UC2822). The SIA directed members to use butyl or nitrile rubber 

gloves. (Ex. C37, BATES17962-17963). *DELETED* did not follow these warnings and 

directions. 

The finger cots and the latex and neoprene Playtex gloves *DELETED* provided to its 

cleanroom workers tended to tear and degrade and did not provide an effective barrier against 

ethylene glycol ethers, other solvents, and the many other chemicals with which they worked. 

(Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 8, 10-11, 15-16; Ex. B1-S, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 11-12; 

Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 17; Ex. B3-S, *DELETED* Rep., p. 17; Ex. D3, 

*DELETED*, pp. 29, 118-119, 122-123; Ex. Dl, E. *DELETED*, pp. 164-165; Ex. D4, 

*DELETED*, pp. 87-88; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, p. 20, 24, 112; Ex. D5, *DELETED* 2, p. 

39). 

Exposure Modeling 

Plaintiffs provide methodologically sound exposure modeling through experts Dr. James 

*DELETED* and Dr. Donald *DELETED*. Dr. *DELETED* received his Ph.D. in 

Environmental Health and Toxicology (minor in epidemiology) from the University of 

Massachusetts at Amherst, a Masters' in Chemistry and a Bachelor's in Public Health. He is 

certified in Comprehensive Practice of Industrial Hygiene by the American Board of Industrial 

Hygiene (ABIH) and is also certified in Comprehensive Practice of Safety by the Board of 

Certified Safety Professionals. He has served as an OSHA Compliance Officer and on two 

National Academy of Science Committees. He holds an appointment as Visiting Scientist 



(Instructor, Ret.) in Industrial Hygiene at the Harvard School of Public Health, as well as a 

faculty appointment in Environmental Science at Brandeis University. 

Based on witness testimony, historical data, peer-reviewed industrial hygiene literature, 

available *DELETED* documents and his 40 years' experience in the semiconductor industry, 

Dr. *DELETED* will model *DELETED*e's inhalation exposure to chemicals at levels known 

to be causative of adverse reproductive outcomes. Employing a peer reviewed and accepted 

mathematical exposure model known as Advanced Reach Tool (ART), Dr. *DELETED* will 

testify to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty as to those exposures. 

Dr. *DELETED* will also testify that his estimates are conservative under-estimates 

because they do not factor in excessive exposures occurring dermally, during spill clean-ups or 

evacuations. (Ex. B 1-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 23-24). Since any dermal exposure was 

"unacceptable," (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, p. 103), any skin contact occurring from broken or 

degraded gloves or other sources was in violation of warnings and recommendations. (Ex. D14, 

*DELETED*, pp. 94-95, 103). 

In addition to corroborating Dr. *DELETED*, Dr. *DELETED* will opine that 

incidents of short term dermal contact resulting from spills and cleaning activities produce a 

dermal uptake nearly 100-fold greater than pulmonary exposure, while simultaneously 

augmenting that pulmonary uptake. (Ex. B5-B, *DELETED* Rep, pp. 25-28). 

In previous cases, two defense experts have reported exposure levels of 2-EEA higher 

than those conservatively modeled by Dr. *DELETED*. (Ex. B10-B, Spencer Rep, p. 20; Ex. 

B9-B, Miller Rep, p. 20). All three experts have modeled exposures at *DELETED* at levels 

exceeding the industry wide average found in the SIA sponsored study in 1981-1984. 
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There is no dispute that airborne levels and dermal exposures to chemicals at 

*DELETED* violative of OSHA's skin notation standard of zero for EGE were capable of 

causing the birth defects suffered by *DELETED* *DELETED*. 

Causation 

As in the earlier cases, Plaintiffs are preparing to present qualified, expert testimony that 

the chemical exposures experienced by *DELETED*e *DELETED* on the job at *DELETED* 

were capable of causing *DELETED*'s birth defects and did, in fact, cause them.6 A developing 

fetus is far more vulnerable to injury from chemical exposure than its full-grown parent, 

therefore the regulatory standards developed for adults do not consider or ensure protection for 

the fetus. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 170, 173-174). *DELETED* was aware of this fact in 

1984. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 63). 

Dr. Cynthia *DELETED*. Holding a doctoral degree in biochemistry from Case Western 

Reserve University and a degree in medicine from The Johns Hopkins University, Dr. 

*DELETED* is board certified in pediatrics and neonatal/perinatal medicine. She is currently the 

Mary G*DELETED* Cobey Professor of Neonatology with tenure and Chief of the Division of 

Neonatology, Department of Pediatrics at the University of Maryland, School of Medicine. Both 

her research and her ongoing clinical practice focus on the fetal neurotoxicity and effects of 

various chemicals on the developing fetus, including research on the mechanisms of brain injury 

in utero. Over the past twenty years, she has gained first-hand experience examining and 

reviewing the cases of many newborns with major malformations whose mothers were exposed 

to reproductive toxins like those involved in these cases. (Ex. B3-

B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 1-4). 

6 Judge *DELETED* has previously ruled in the *DELETED* *DELETED* matter that the methodologies and opinions 
of Plaintiffs' causation experts, *DELETED*, *DELETED* and *DELETED*, are admissible under the standard of Frye 
v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923) and Donaldson v. Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co., 199 Ill. 2d 63 (Ill. 2002). 



Experts will employ the same methodologies in this case. 

Using generally accepted methodologies in epidemiology, Bradford-Hill causality 

criteria, differential diagnosis and weight of the evidence, and with detailed medical, testimonial 

and scientific support, Dr. *DELETED* will opine that *DELETED*e *DELETED*'s 

occupational exposures to chemicals identified by *DELETED* and modeled by Drs. 

*DELETED* and *DELETED* caused her son's injuries. Using semiconductor industry and 

other peer-reviewed studies, she will opine that the chemicals at issue are capable of causing 

reproductive harm and birth defects and explain why miscarriage data is relevant to a 

determination of a dose response relationship. (Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 18-27). She 

will opine that the chemicals directly injured the developing fetus and rule out other potential 

causes of the injuries. 

Dr. Donald *DELETED*. A specialist in the fields of obstetrics/gynecology, 

developmental toxicology and pharmacology, Dr. *DELETED* has served as Medical Director 

of the March of Dimes and senior advisor to the Director of the National Institutes of Health. He 

holds a Masters' in chemistry from MIT and an M.D. from Columbia University. His clinical 

training includes specialties in obstetrics and gynecology at the Sloane Hospital for Women at 

Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New York, as well as reproductive and developmental 

pharmacology and toxicology at the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health. 

(Ex. B5-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 2). 

Dr. *DELETED* will opine to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty that the 

chemicals to which *DELETED*e was exposed, both individually and collectively, have the 

capacity to produce the specific injuries suffered by *DELETED* *DELETED* and are, in fact, 

the most likely causes of his injuries. Citing extensively from peer-reviewed studies, he will 

explain metabolic pathways and discuss how the changes in a woman's physical condition during 

pregnancy result in a six-fold increase 



in the rate of transdermal absorption of mixed solvents, including glycol ethers. (Ex. B5-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., pp. 12-14, 17-20, 30). 

Dr.  *DELETED*. In addition to actively treating children with severe birth defects, Dr. 

*DELETED* has conducted more than 20 years of original research into solvent/environmental-

induced malformations, as published in the prestigious, peer-reviewed Journal of the AMA. 

Using generally accepted methodologies of weight of the evidence, Bradford-Hill and 

differential diagnosis, Dr. *DELETED* will rule out other potential causes of *DELETED*'s 

injuries. He will opine that *DELETED*e's occupational exposure to the solvents and chemicals 

as detailed by Dr. *DELETED* was a substantial contributing factor to *DELETED*'s injuries 

and permanent condition. 

Additional epidemiological evidence supporting the increased reproductive risk 

associated with the chemical exposure will be provided by Professor *DELETED* 

*DELETED* from Mt. Sinai Medical Center in New York. Dr. *DELETED* participated 

in leadership and conduct of the various SIA exposure studies and was co-principal 

investigator for the 1995 Historical Pregnancy Cohort study. 

In addition to Drs. *DELETED*, *DELETED* and *DELETED*, Dr. Robert 

*DELETED* will address the toxicity of the chemicals at issue and their ability to cause 

reproductive injury. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep.). Finally, Plaintiffs' genetics experts will 

rule out inherited genetic anomalies as the sole cause of the birth defects at issue. 

Defendant’s Actual Knowledge 

Numerous *DELETED* documents evidence its actual knowledge of the reproductive 

risks associated with its semiconductor operations. In addition, Plaintiffs will provide state of 

the art testimony by Dr. *DELETED* and Dr. Robert *DELETED*. 



*DELETED* had abundant notice that solvents, including the ethylene glycol ethers, 

posed substantial risk of reproductive harm to workers of childbearing age. As founding member 

of the SIA, *DELETED* had access to state of the art research and information about health 

hazards posed by its manufacturing chemicals and processes. (Ex. C28, "The History of the 

Semiconductor Industry Association," SIA website, 7/8/15). Prior to 1981, the SIA was actively 

searching industry and scholarly literature and was aware of studies linking certain chemicals, 

including ethylene glycol, to reproductive injuries. (Ex. Cl, BATES242241-242245).7 Dr. 

*DELETED* references many of these early studies. (D16, *DELETED*, pp. 41-42, 45-46, and 

exhibits 5, 6 and 7 thereto). 

Reproductive effects of solvents and glycol ethers had been documented, often in male 

populations, as early as the 1940s. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 68, 130-131 and exhibit 5, 6 and 

7 thereto). Publications from the U.S. Department of Labor, (Ex. C33, 1942), and National 

Research Council (Ex. C34, 1946), recognized the reproductive risks of solvent exposure among 

women employees and stated that pregnant women should not be employed in occupations 

involving exposure to toxic substances that exert injurious effect on the blood forming organs, 

liver or kidneys.8 (Ex. D21, Henshaw, pp. 31-38) 

In the mid-1970s, the semiconductor industry experienced a dramatic increase in both the 

use of EGEs and the employment of women. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 36-38, 133-134). 

Studies linking EGE use to birth defects began to appear quickly. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, p. 86; 

Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 41, 45-46, 63-65). 

7 *DELETED* internal EHS memo of 11/10/80 summarizing SIA/NIOSH meeting 
and noting extent of literature search -- 880 articles, 95% complete. 

Studies referenced by Dr. *DELETED* in exhibit 6 to his deposition which link EGE exposure to systemic injuries 
to blood forming organs include: #4 Donley (1938), #5 Greenberg, (1937), #15 Parsons (1938) and #18 Werner 

(1942). • 
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Consequently, in the years preceding the pregnancy at issue, various government 

entities met with industry representatives, including Dr. *DELETED*, at the SIA and advised 

them that health data warranted much lower exposure limits than those currently in place. (Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, pp. 77, 82-83, 86, 91, 200, 213-215, 227, 230). This constituted notice to 

*DELETED* and other members of the SIA that existing regulatory levels were clearly 

insufficient to protect a fetus. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, p. 77). Those advisories were later 

incorporated into official government publications. (Ex. C43, MOTJ-N17882; Ex. C44). 

This led to efforts by the SIA and semiconductor manufacturers, other than 

*DELETED*, to initiate thorough assessments of the real exposure levels and resultant risk. 

(Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 66-68, 77, 82-83, 85, 96, 100, 104, 120-122, 183-185, 208-209, 

218-219, 232-233). The industry sampling and data collection started no later than 1981, (Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, pp. 81, 88), and participating companies had the immediate benefit of their 

results to attempt to address the reproductive risks. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 231-233). 

*DELETED* was also advised of the risks of exposing pregnant women to solvents 

directly by governmental medical professionals. On 5/20/81, Dr. Peter *DELETED* of NIOSH 

spoke at *DELETED*'s Health Services seminar in Schaumburg with an emphasis on health 

issues for women in the electronics industry. (Ex. C3, BATES242281). Dr. *DELETED* 

expressly related exposures to chlorinated solvents, solvents, heavy metals and radiation to 

reproductive hazards, and emphasized that pregnant women should not be exposed to solvents 

and lead. (Ex. C4, BATES242277). *DELETED* still did not reassign pregnant women to jobs 

without solvent exposure or institute a policy to provide alternative, non-chemical assignments 

for pregnant women. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, pp. 77-78). 
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Notice likewise came from chemical manufacturers and suppliers. On 6/15/81, DuPont 

Chemical issued a warning letter to purchasers, including *DELETED*, about reproductive 

dangers associated with products containing EGEs and advised that "employee exposures 

should be reduced to the practical minimum." (Ex. C2, BATES 242274). Specifically, the letter 

warned that skin contact should be avoided through use of adequate gloves, underscored the 

need for air monitoring, and noted that respirators might be required. (Ex. C2). On June 24, 

1981, *DELETED* circulated the DuPont letter, BATES242274, throughout its management. 

(Ex. CS, BATES242273). 

Manufacturer warnings to industry, including warnings about the high risks associated 

with dermal exposure, also came from Union Carbide in 1981. (Ex. C40, UCC2822; Ex. C41, 

UC10075; Ex. C42, UC 10073-10074). In March 1981, Union Carbide advised users of Methyl 

Cellosolve (2-ME) to assure "that skin contact is scrupulously avoided." (Ex. C40, UC 2822). 

The Platex and non-butile rubber gloves used by *DELETED* did not comply with the 

recommendations of the DuPont memo. (Ex. B 1-B, *DELETED* rep., pp. 15-16; Ex. D14, 

*DELETED*, pp. 107-109, 190; See Ex. D3, *DELETED*, pp. 28-29; Ex. D4, *DELETED*, 

pp. 82, 87). 

Government publications provided additional notice to manufacturers that EGEs posed 

greater reproductive risks at lower concentrations than previously thought. (Ex. C43, 

MOTJN17880-17883, Cal/HESIS Hazard Alert #2, *DELETED* 1982; Ex. C13, 

MOTJN17879; Ex. C44, NIOSH Current Intelligence Report 39, 5/2/83). *DELETED* 

acknowledges receiving, prior to *DELETED*'s birth, the NIOSH Bulletin, which advised that 

2-ME and 2-EEA should be regarded as having the potential to cause birth defects and that 

workers should be given this information. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, pp. 138-140; Ex. C44). 

*DELETED* did not do so. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 140). *DELETED* subscribed to 

RTEX and other NIOSH criteria documents. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 44). 



*DELETED* was aware of the Nagano study (1980), DuPont warning (1981) and Hardin 

(1983) study. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, pp. 44-47; Ex. D22, Anderson, pp. 53-55, 61-63). 

It has long been common knowledge in the field of industrial hygiene that any OELs such 

as Threshold Limit Values ("TLVs") set by ACGIH or Permissible Exposure Limits ("PELs") set 

by OSHA for individual chemicals or substances at issue do not provide, and never have 

provided, complete and adequate protection to workers and their offspring with regard to 

reproductive harm. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 19-21; Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 68, 

70-72, 170; Ex. D11, *DELETED*, pp. 64-65; Ex. C43, MOTJN17882). *DELETED* 

corporate representative, Mike *DELETED*, concedes that "the TLV in the 1980-82 timeframe . 

. . did not look at fetal protection as part of the reason for setting those limits." (Ex. D11, 

*DELETED*, pp. 63). They do not address the additive and synergistic properties of multiple 

exposures to mixed solvents like those present in the clean room. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., 

pp. 28-29). *DELETED*'s own occupational health physician, Richard *DELETED*, 

acknowledged that fact. (Ex. C6, BATES276154). Plaintiff's expert, Dr. *DELETED*, 

personally expressed this to *DELETED* leadership at the SIA Scientific Advisory Panel. (Ex. 

C18, BATES81842; Ex. B5-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 7). 

Defendant’s Conscious Misconduct 

Faced with the mounting medical and scientific evidence and the intensifying 

governmental concern, a semiconductor manufacturing company was presented with a 

choice. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 70-71). A responsible company met the industrial 

hygiene and occupational medicine standards of care by focusing on the health of its 

employees and their children. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, p. 131). 

First, until science could detettnine a reproductively safe exposure level, women of 

childbearing age must be informed of the potential link between the chemical exposure and birth 



defects and given the option of working in areas where no exposure would occur. (Ex. D16, 

*DELETED*, pp. 146, 150-152, 170-171, 174). 

Then, the company must take meaningful steps to accurately measure the employees' 

actual inhalation and dermal exposure through a valid, reproducible and methodologically sound 

monitoring program. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 77, 84-85, 93, 96, 120, 183, 185; Ex. B2-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., p. 6; Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 170-171). Responsible semiconductor 

companies responded in this fashion, and the SIA itself initiated a study in 1980. (Ex. D14, 

*DELETED*, pp. 85, 183, 185, 208-209, 218-219, 231). 

Next, it was imperative that a medically and scientifically sound reproductive health 

policy be promptly developed and implemented by trained occupational medical 

professionals. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED*, Rep., pp. 7-8; Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 158, 163, 

170-174). IBM released such a program in 1982. (Ex. 26; Ex. 27; Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* 

Rep., pp. 14-17; Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 96, 159, 164). 

Conversely, a company could irresponsibly disregard the health implications and 

consciously choose to be strictly compliance oriented — "if they don't pass a regulation, I'm not 

going to do it." (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 69, 71-72). This was the course chosen by 

*DELETED*. *DELETED* did not inform workers of the reproductive risks or institute a 

policy of alternative placement. *DELETED*'s monitoring was either non-existent or 

significantly delayed and unreasonably limited. It was undocumented or poorly documented. 

*DELETED* did not design and implement a reproductive health policy consistent with the 

tenets of occupational medicine. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 70). 

*DELETED* chose — and still chooses — to stand behind the curtain of simple compliance 

with inhalation OELs it knew — and knows — to be insufficient to protect a developing fetus. (Ex. 
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D14, *DELETED*, pp. 69, 71-72 ; Ex. Dll, *DELETED*, pp. 62, 80-81; Ex. D16, 

*DELETED*, p. 170; Ex. C18, BATES81842). This course *DELETED* have spared 

*DELETED* an OSHA citation, but it did little to protect the employee and her fetus from the 

risk of regular exposure at reproductively toxic levels. 

Despite notice of reproductive hazards, the severity of the potential harm, and the broad 

understanding fostered by its industry association and familiarity with its own operations, 

*DELETED* failed to reasonably address the risk. Moreover, *DELETED* consciously took 

affirmative steps to mislead workers and minimize their awareness of the reproductive dangers.9 

Conscious Failure to Reasonably Address Risk 

By choosing simple regulatory compliance over a health-based initiative, *DELETED* 

failed to reasonably address a reproductive risk of which it, and the rest of the semiconductor 

industry, was acutely aware. *DELETED*'s conduct was unacceptable under the industrial 

hygiene and occupational medicine standards of care. (Ex. B 1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 23-24; 

Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 37-39, 52, 87-88, 95, 157-158, 167-172, 187-190, 204-205, 220-224; 

Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 5-8). 

Employee Warnings. First, *DELETED* failed to inform its workers about the potential 

reproductive risks and offer the option to relocate until reproductive safety could be assured. 

(Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, pp. 56-57, 77-78, 140). In fact, it was *DELETED*'s policy to not 

inform workers of the reproductive risk. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, pp. 56-57, 77-78, 100, 140; 

See Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 166-172). Despite receipt of the NIOSH Bulletin, which 

expressly advised to inform workers 

'Although certain documents memorializing *DELETED*'s misconduct *DELETED* post-date *DELETED*'s 
birth, the conduct reflected in those documents spans the period before, during and after the pregnancy. (See, e.g., 
Ex. C22, Report of Dr. Richard *DELETED*, 7/12/89; Ex. D21, Henshaw, p. 118). 



that 2-ME and 2-EEA had the potential to cause birth defects, *DELETED* did not do so. (Ex. 

D11, *DELETED*, pp. 138-140; Ex. C44). 

Furthermore, *DELETED* did not consider it good safety practice to offer women of 

childbearing age an alternate, non-chemical job. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, pp. 75, 78). Job 

reassignment was haphazard at best and totally dependent on the individual woman knowing 

enough about the specific risks to convince her physician to request a transfer. (Ex. D11, 

*DELETED*, p. 76). 

*DELETED*'s former supervisor and disclosed witness, Gussie *DELETED*, testified 

that she and other workers were never informed by *DELETED* about known or suspected 

reproductive hazards associated with the chemicals. (Ex. D4, *DELETED*, pp. 40, 43-44, 80, 

105-106). Ms. *DELETED* acknowledges that, had she been told that glycol ethers were 

suspected of causing birth defects, she would have done more to try to prevent exposures. (Ex. 

D4, *DELETED*, pp. 102, 105107). 

Chemical Sampling. Second, *DELETED*'s attempts to monitor for EGE were 

unreasonably delayed, incomplete and poorly designed. *DELETED* documents from 1979 

show the company knew that its employees were working with "some rather toxic chemicals" 

requiring an "effective industrial hygiene" program. (Ex. C7, BATES192401). However, in 

November 1980, *DELETED* management rejected its own EHS Department's proposal to 

conduct health hazard assessments of its semiconductor facilities. It rejected the proposal for 

budgetary reasons, (Ex. C8, MOTJN2656-2660; Ex. Cl, BATES242245; Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* 

Rep., p. 13), notwithstanding revenues during that period approaching 3 billion dollars. (Ex. C25, 

*DELETED* Annual Report, 1979, p. 3). In April 1982, *DELETED* curtailed a proposed 

Health Services Task Force. Again, this was done for "budgetary reasons" and reflects 

*DELETED*'s ongoing willingness to place the 



bottom line above the safety of workers and their future offspring. (Ex. C11, BATES242432-

242433). 

In response to advisories from the EPA and OSHA described by Dr. *DELETED* and 

Dr. *DELETED*, the SIA, in 1980, undertook the study of reproductive risks to semiconductor 

fab workers. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 77, 85, 91, 93, 100, 104, 183, 185, 208-209, 219). The 

SIA issued a letter warning to members in *DELETED* 1982. (Ex. C37, MOTJN17962-17963). 

Various manufacturers promptly started monitoring programs using NIOSH methods to gather 

sampling data to provide for the study. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 85, 183, 185, 208-209, 218-

219, 231). Even though all information identifying the submitting manufacturer would be 

removed from the results, (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 81, 100), *DELETED* withheld its 

participation. (Ex. C9, BATES242251-242253). Again in 1988, *DELETED* declined to 

directly participate in an SIA health study. (Ex. D8, Keilberg, pp. 91-95).1° 

Instead, *DELETED* announced to its employees that it would implement its own 

Employee Health Surveillance System, which it touted as "among the industry's most 

comprehensive scientific approaches to health-related issues affecting employees." (Ex. C20, 

BATES 81841). However, *DELETED*'s Employee Health Surveillance System was never 

implemented. (Ex. D8, Keilberg Dep., p. 94). 

Monitoring samples *DELETED* be taken from the air or from the urine or blood of the 

individual worker (biological sampling). (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 109). Biological sampling 

shows evidence of dermal exposure to chemicals that would not be detected by air monitoring. 

The EGEs carried "skin notations," meaning that no skin contact was allowed per OSHA. (Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, pp. 75, 94-95, 103, 155-156). A *DELETED* internal EHS memo of 

12/22/77 notes that 

10 Barbara Keilberg testified as a Rule 206(a)(1) corporate witness for *DELETED* in the *DELETED* *DELETED* 
matter. 



biological sampling places *DELETED* in an "unfavorable position" by showing "excessive 

exposure" after it has occurred. (Ex. C10, BATES233873). Although *DELETED* had the 

capacity to do biological testing, (Ex. D10, *DELETED*, pp. 76-78), it did not do any 

biological monitoring for EGE and never even considered such testing in 1982-83. (Ex. Dl l, 

*DELETED*, pp. 110-111; Ex. D10, *DELETED*, pp. 76-78). *DELETED* consciously 

ignored daily dermal exposures to its workers and effectively abdicated any responsibility to 

determine the actual level of dermal exposure to EGEs. *DELETED* violated the OSHA skin 

notations. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 75, 94-95, 102-103). 

*DELETED* deliberately delayed an EGE assessment program, (Ex. C35, 

BATES229357), and when it finally did, *DELETED* still hadn't determined which chemicals 

or compounds it used contained glycol ethers — the necessary starting point for any monitoring 

program. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, pp. 94-96; Ex. C36, BATES 6527-6528). This occurred more 

than two years after the government warnings to the SIA and nearly 17 months after the DuPont 

letter. (C2). 

*DELETED*'s corporate representative, Mike *DELETED*, concedes that his attempt to 

start EGE assessment was the first ever program of its kind at *DELETED*, more than a year 

after the DuPont warning. (Ex. D11, *DELETED*, p. 92). The program stalled over budgetary 

squabbles and lack of manpower. (Ex. C38, MOTJN17910-17913; Ex. D11, *DELETED*, pp. 

119-121; Ex. C39, BATES 103427-103428; See Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* rep., pp. 12-14; Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, pp. 201-203, 220-222; Ex. Dll, *DELETED*, pp. 121-122). Mr. 

*DELETED* concedes there was no real sense of urgency to get the EGE monitoring program 

under way. (Dl 1, *DELETED*, p. 118). 

Even after monitoring belatedly began, *DELETED* often chose to monitor at high 

"detect levels." As designed, the monitoring would only capture airborne chemical 

concentrations at or above the selected detect level. Concentrations below the detect level were 



simply recorded as "no-detect" without a specific result. Hence, the high detect levels 

*DELETED* chose were unable to identify exposures in excess of those already shown to be 

reproductively dangerous, in effect hiding the reproductive dangers. (Ex. Bl-B, *DELETED* 

Rep., pp. 16-17; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 3643, 240-241). 

Much of the later monitoring data produced by *DELETED* does not even list the detect 

level, making the data impossible to interpret. (Ex. Bl-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 16-17; Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, p. 241). Failing to note detect levels is inconsistent with the industrial 

hygiene standard of care. (Ex. Bl-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 16-17; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 

38-39, 41). 

As Dr. *DELETED* explains, the proper course at the time was to sample at very low 

detect levels to determine what the exposures to the employees actually were. (Ex. D14, 

*DELETED*, pp. 93, 96, 173, 185). *DELETED*'s Mike *DELETED* recognized in 1983 

when trying to convince *DELETED* to buy a new gas chromatograph for sample testing: "The 

point of all this is that unless *DELETED* monitors workplace exposures, and obtains valid 

results, the extent of any potential problem cannot really be known." (Ex. C38, BATES 17910). 

There are no records to evidence timely monitoring. (Ex. D10, *DELETED*, pp. 36-58; 

Ex. Bl-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 16-17; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 165, 186-189). Defendant's 

own IH expert, John Spencer, saw no evidence of monitoring for EGEs prior to late 1983. (Ex. 

D23, Spencer, p. 43). Mr. *DELETED* has not seen any records of it. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED* 

pp. 85-86). Failure to keep monitoring results is not acceptable industrial hygiene practice. (Ex. 

D14, *DELETED*, pp. 185, 187-189). 

The above memos raise the strong and reasonable inference that there had been no valid, 

meaningful monitoring whatsoever. Since government and industry were unable to definitively 

state a reproductively safe exposure level, *DELETED*'s position that its "controls" (ventilation, 



bunny suits, masks and gloves) were satisfactory to protect a gestating fetus, (Ex. Dl 1, 

*DELETED*, pp. 55-56, 100), is unsupportable. 

On the critical issue of dermal exposure, where any dermal contact was impermissible, 

*DELETED* failed to provide non-permeable neoprene, butyl or nitrile gloves to prevent skin 

contact, despite express recommendation from DuPont in 1981 and the State of California and 

the SIA in 1982. (Ex. C2; Ex. C37; Ex. C43, MOJN17882). The Playtex and/or vinyl gloves 

provided by *DELETED* would break down, get sticky and tear, permitting the prohibited skin 

contact with EGEs. (Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 8, 10-11, 15-16; Ex. Bl-S, *DELETED* 

Rep., pp. 11-12; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 155-156; Ex. B3-B, *DELETED* Rep., p. 17; Ex. 

B3-S, *DELETED* Rep., p. 17; Ex. D3, *DELETED*, pp. 29, 118-119, 122-123; Ex. D1, E. 

*DELETED*, pp. 164-165; Ex. D4, *DELETED*, pp. 87-88; Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, p. 20, 

24, 112; Ex. D5, *DELETED* 2, p. 39). *DELETED*'s gloves had the highest breakthrough 

and permeation rates of gloves tested by Zellers in 1992. Ex. B1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 15-

16; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 107-108). 

As late as October 1983, Lee Anderson, during a formal survey, observed operators at 

Mesa wearing no gloves at all during the changing of photoresist bottles, changing of spinner 

parts and maintenance operations. (Ex. C48, BATES 103398; Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 

110-111). This lack of employee training, improper gloves and inconsistent enforcement 

constitute a "system failure" on the part of *DELETED*. (Ex. D14, *DELETED*, pp. 157-

158). 

Reproductive Policy. Third, *DELETED* did not comport with the state of the art in 

interpreting medical and scientific literature and bringing the necessary expertise to implement a 

reproductive health policy. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 7-8; Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 

101-109, 167, 170-172). *DELETED* should have brought in a trained occupational medicine 

physician to develop a responsible program. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 91-93, 106-107). 



*DELETED* did not hire an occupational medicine physician until 1988. (Ex. C22, 

BATES296568). Designated corporate representative, Mike *DELETED*, concedes that 

*DELETED* did not have a written reproductive policy in 1982-83. (Ex. Dl 1, *DELETED*, p. 

70). *DELETED* did not have a policy to protect workers from mutagens. (Ex. D11, 

*DELETED*, pp. 71-72). 

There is no record of *DELETED* even attempting to develop an institutionally valid 

policy before December 1989. (See Ex. C6, BATES276149-276158). In 1989, nearly a decade 

after the first governmental advisories about EGEs and long after other industry action, 

*DELETED*'s first in-house occupational medical physician, Dr. Richard *DELETED*, 

described *DELETED* as "an organization at least 40 years out of date," fragmented and 

overwhelmed, without seasoned leadership and plagued by conflicts of interest. (Ex. C22, 

BATES 296567-296576). Those conditions existed prior to, and during *DELETED*e's 

pregnancy and continued through the end of the decade. 

Dr. *DELETED* paints a clear portrait of *DELETED*'s Health and Safety (HSE) 

organization and culture in the 1980s. (Ex. C22, BATES 296567-296576). Hired in 1988, Dr. 

*DELETED* was the first in-house occupational medicine physician employed by 

*DELETED*'s semiconductor sector. In his "First Year Review and Plan for the Future," he 

details four major concerns that exemplify how *DELETED*'s HSE organization was "40 years 

out of date" and still unprepared to address the "reproductive hazards issue" a decade after the 

SIA took action. 

First, he notes that even after a year on the job, *DELETED*'s lack of understanding 

about his role as an occupational medicine doctor had isolated him, left him "out of the loop" and 

left basic staffing recommendations unacted upon. (Ex. C22, BATES296569). Second, he 

describes fragmented management, understaffing, absence of "overall strategy or consistency" 

and lack of 



"seasoned leadership" as the "major weakness" that could cost the company millions. (Ex. C22, 

BATES296569-296570) 

Third, he identifies a fundamental conflict of interest in that the HSE manager is also 

responsible for regulatory defense. (Ex. C22, BATES296570-296571). This echoes the opinions 

of Dr. *DELETED* and Dr. *DELETED* in that *DELETED* was ultimately concerned only 

with regulatory compliance, had "essentially no scientific capability" and favored "political" 

rather than "professional management." (Ex. C22, BATES296570-296571). Finally, he notes the 

same deficiencies described by Drs. *DELETED* and *DELETED*: inadequate record keeping, 

deficient documentation and informal decisions that impact employees' livelihood. (Ex. C22, 

BATES296571). He notes absence of routine industrial hygiene surveys some seven years after 

Mike *DELETED* attempted to undertake EGE monitoring. He describes *DELETED*'s 

"informal management system" that impedes progress and the budget "uncertainties" that 

jeopardize medical exams and industrial hygiene work. (Ex. C22, BATES296568; See Ex. D14, 

*DELETED*, pp. 158, 224 ("system failure")). 

In December of 1989, Dr. *DELETED* proposed a reproductive health policy. (Ex. C6, 

BATES276149-276158). What emerges from a reading of the document is clear. Even in 1989, 

seven years after IBM released its program, *DELETED* still had no coherent, medically-

based, methodologically sound reproductive health policy. Nearly a decade after other 

semiconductor manufacturers took steps to address the EGE crisis, Dr. *DELETED* writes: 

"Thus, it is important for *DELETED* health professionals to stay current on the developing 

toxicity data on substances used in the electronics industry, and not simply rely on compliance 

with Threshold Limit Values (TLV), since few of these federal standards of safe exposure take 

reproductive toxicity into account." (Ex. C6, BATES276154). 
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Dr. *DELETED* recognized that *DELETED*'s long-time practice of leaving the 

determination of work restrictions solely to the woman's personal physician was ineffective. He 

proposed a partnership between the woman, her physician and the *DELETED* health 

department, the latter of which would provide real, meaningful, (albeit still incomplete) 

information to the physician as part of a oint decision-making process. (Ex. C6, 

BATES276151). Dr. *DELETED* proposed a form that would include chemical factors, actual 

exposure measurements for the employee, TLV and toxicity information. (Ex. C6, 

BATES276155). 

In contrast, *DELETED* relied on its "Maternity Notification Form." (Ex. C46, 

BATES242430-242431). Based on his 30 years' experience training doctors about occupational 

medicine, Dr. *DELETED* opines that the form does not meaningfully apprise the physician of 

the woman's real occupational history factors or provide for any relevant toxicology 

infoiination. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 102-104). It deprived the personal physician of the 

background information and training he/she would need to even begin to make a reasonably 

informed decision. (Ex. D16, *DELETED*, pp. 104-110). 

Moreover, the form is misleading to the physician. Despite *DELETED* having no 

record of valid monitoring results for EGE at the time, the second page states that exhaust and 

protective clothing protect the employee from exposure. (C.47, GR114). The photograph shows 

an employee in full acid gear at a wet station even though *DELETED*e and other coater 

operators would not have used such gear while near the coater. (Ex. D4, *DELETED*, pp. 70-

71; Ex. B 1-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 14-15). 

Instead of joining the rest of the industry to honestly ascertain the risks to its workers and 

their unborn children, *DELETED* demurred, delayed and designed monitoring to elicit invalid 



"no-detects." Even today, *DELETED* continues to feign ignorance about the true nature of 

TLVs and PELS, defending its attempt to facially comply with standards the whole of industry 

knew were not protective of a developing fetus. At the same time, *DELETED* took affirmative 

steps to minimize worker awareness of the risks and deflect inquiry from employees and the 

public alike. 
 
Minimizing Worker Awareness and Misleading Statements 

*DELETED* also affirmatively acted to minimize its workers' awareness of the 

reproductive risks and perpetuate the public perception of semiconductor manufacture as a 

"clean" industry. In December 1977, the corporate director of *DELETED*'s Health, Fire and 

Safety Department recommended that *DELETED* employees not be permitted access to 

OSHA injury logs. (Ex. C12, BATES233874). This deprived them of information concerning 

pervasive hazards in its fabs. As noted above, *DELETED* did not warn its fab workers about 

reproductive risks or train its fab workers how to read Material Data Safety Sheets (MSDS). 

(Ex. D6, *DELETED* 3, p. 41; Ex. D5, *DELETED* 2, pp. 51-52). 

*DELETED*'s "Safety Manual" for the Semiconductor Products Sector in 1981 did not 

even mention photoresist, glycol ethers, or the concept of reproductive toxicity. (Ex. B 1-B, 

*DELETED* Rep., p. 14). This stands in contrast to other industry members, such as IBM, who 

formulated express reproductive and genotoxicity policies in the early 1980s, reflecting the 

industry's sophisticated knowledge of biological policies. (Ex. B2-B, *DELETED* Rep., pp. 

14-17; Ex. C26, IBM Corporate Instruction; Ex. C27, IBM Corporate Instruction). 

*DELETED* also made misleading representations to its employees and the general 

public to deflect attention from the growing body of evidence linking semiconductor 

manufacture to employee health and reproductive problems. To illustrate, in 1986, 



*DELETED* misleadingly represented to its employees and the public that it had monitored the 

levels of employee health and safety for "many years," and claimed that its safety precautions 

had earned *DELETED* a 

reputation as a leader in the semiconductor industry. (Ex. C14, MOTJN3838). *DELETED* 

port*DELETED*ed its clean room ventilation systems, equipment design, and training 

programs as the appropriate safety precautions, and assured workers and the general public that 

all chemicals used in its production processes, including EGEs, were handled in a carefully 

controlled and maintained manner. (Ex. C15, BATES12535-12536). 

Although Environmental Health and Safety Statements signed by *DELETED* 

President, *DELETED*, insisted that it was *DELETED*'s policy to conduct all its operations in 

a responsible manner free from recognized hazards to the environment, DELETED*'s 52nd Street 

facility is an EPA Superfund site due to years of careless and deliberately dangerous disposal of 

chemicals into the groundwater. (Ex. C24, NIBW map; Ex. C23, EPA Superfund Site Overview). 
 

CONCLUSION 

Plaintiffs are prepared to present the foregoing extensive and substantial evidence at 

trial. They will demonstrate that *DELETED* exposed *DELETED*e *DELETED* to 

reproductively toxic solvents and chemicals at levels known to be dangerous. In turn, 

*DELETED* was exposed to those solvents and chemicals in utero, and his injuries 

proximately resulted from those exposures. A jury *DELETED* reasonably conclude that 

*DELETED* knowingly, and with conscious disregard for the welfare of its employees and 

their unborn children, "consciously pursued a course of conduct knowing that it created a 

substantial risk of significant harm to others." (Ex. C30, Arizona Jury Instructions, Civil, 5th 

Ed.). With abundant notice of the risks, *DELETED* exposed those workers and their children 



to reproductively toxic chemicals which led to the injuries suffered by *DELETED* 

*DELETED*. *DELETED*'s dilatory and delinquent conduct served its own economic 

interests at the expense of the children's health and future. 
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